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MPA4JSPSTl&3. Ple.asa refer to t&l-l 15 from Docket R2000-t, and your response 
to MPAAJSPS-Tl2;1 I(C) from Docket No. R97-1, where, in response to the question, 
“Has the Postal SewIce performed any quangtatfve studies to determine whether items 
in container% are SirMar to item&,& In containers (with respect to Class, Subclass, and 
shape)?,” you answered: “I am aware of no such studies.” 

(a) Please confirm that the 1995 Ptatfom~ Study was performed by Christensen 
Associates for~the Postal Sew@. ,tf not confkmed, please exptaln. If conflrmed, 
please provide the names of all Christensen AssoClates employees who were 
involved in the study. 

(b) Please state whether you were aware of the 1995 platfom, study when you 
responded to MPAIUSPS-TlZ-l,l (0) in Docket No. R97-1. If so, please explain in 
detail why you responded that you were “aware of no such studies” in that case. 

(c) Please state when you were made aware of the 1995 platform study. 

(d) Please state what the original purpose was of the 1995 platform study. 

(e) Please state why you did not present the results of this study in Docket No. R97-1 
as part of your testimony or in response to the aforementioned interrogatory, 

(f) Please list~all studies for which data from the 1995 Platform Study was used, and, 
for each, please indicate (i) whether any Christensen Associates employees were 
tnvolved In wrtting the report, (ii) when report writing began, and (iii) when the 
report was completed. Please also provide a copy of each report. 

(g) Are you currently aware of any,other studies that assess whether items in 
containers are similar to items not in containers (in terms of class and subclass)? 
If so, Please provide a copy of each. 

(h) Please state whether you are currently aware of any other data wlth which one 
could asgess whether ittin% in containers are similar to items not in oorrtainers (in 
terms of class and subctass). If so, please provide an electronic copy of the data. 

(i) Please state whether you are currently aware of any other studies that assess 
whether direct items are simflar to mixed items (in tam% of class and subclass). If 
so, please provide a copy of each. 
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Please state whether you are currently aware of any other data with which one 
could assess whefher dire@ kerns are similar to mtked hems (in terms of class and 
subclass). If so, please provide an electronic copy of the data. 

Please identify when Christensen Associates performed the analysis of the 1995 
Platform Study data that~ you present in your testimony. 

Please state whether the analysis presented in your testimony is the only analysis 
that Christensen Associates has performed using 1995 Platform Study data? 

MPAIUSPS-T-16-3 Response. 

(a) Confirmed. The following employees/former employees of Christensen Associates 

were involved in study: Carl Degen, Kerry Ehlinger, Noelle Chesley. Dan Talmo, 

Joseph Henningfield, Stacey McCullough, Marianne Ley, Molly Moosebrugger, 

Margaret Schuster, Mike McGrane, Pam Hermann, Quentin Baird, Tom Ayen, and 

Patricia Stachowiak. 

(b) When I responded to MPAIUSPS-T12-11 (c) in Docket No. R97-1, the data 

collection phase of the 1995 Platform Study was complete, but the findings and 

reports presented in my testimony and in USPS-LR-I-115 had not been prepared. 

The question clearly pertained to studies for which there were findings and reports, 

as indited by the final sentenoe, which read, rP]lease summarize the findings of 

each study and provide a copy.” At the time of my response to MPAIUSPS-TlB 

11 (c), I was aware of no such studies. 

(c) I became aware of the findings ot the 1995 Platform Study in December 1999 

when the tally data were weighted and analyzed. 
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(d) The 1995 Platform Study was originally designed to provide a profile of mall pieces 

in containers and items being handled in platform operations by class and shape of 

mail. The purpose of the study was to check the IOCS distribution. 

(0) As I indicated in response to part (c), there were no results until December 1 gQ9. 

(9 In October 1995 some unweighted data were provided to Nick Acheson. 

Spectfiily, ho was provided destinations for third-class tallies by sack type. No 

report was generated. No other reports or results were produced prior to those in 

USPS-LR-I-115. 

(g) I am not aware of any studies other than the 1995 Platform Study that assesses 

whether items in containers are similar to items not in containers in terms of class 

and subclass. 

(h) I am not aware of any data, other than from the 1995 Platform Study, that could be 

used to assess whether items in containers are the same as items not in 

containers In terms of class and subclass. 

(i) I am not aware of any data, other than from the 1995 Platfomt Study, that 

assesses whether direct items are similar to mixed items in tems of dass and 

subclass. 

(j) I am not aware of any data, other than from the 1995 Platform Study, that could be 

used to assess whether direct kerns are similar to mixed items In terms of class 

and subclass. 
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(k) The analysis of the 1995 Platform Study data was performed in late 1999. 

(I) Other than that described in my responsa to part (9, I am not aware of any data or 

results fromthe 1995 Platform Study released by Christensen Associates prior to 

completion of the study in December 1999. 
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MPNUSPS-T164. Please refer to your response to DMANSPS-T16-3(a). 

~(a) Please confirm that the FYg5 IOCS Playorm Distributiqn Key was developed using 
Rem and loose gh&pe taiiies.f~r all alljed operations, I@ just tallies in the platform 
.op@ati. tf not confirrt%d, @lease list all cost pools from which direct item end 
loose shape tallies Were used to~develop the key. 

(b) Please oonf!rm that witness Va?Ty-Smith’s mixed-mall distributton keys for all 
ailied~opei&ons other thti Pl#form Use oply tallies from the same pool (unless 
there are no tallies t0 develop the key). If not confirmed, please explain. 

(c) Please provide a r@!ised FY95 K$S Platform Distribu~lqn Key that is developed in 
‘the same way as the key pro~ded~in your r&p&e to DMAAJSPS-T1&3(a) 
except that it only uses tallies from the MODS Platform cost pool. 

(d) Please confirm that mixed-r!@1 cysts in,@e MoDS Platform cost pool comprise 
approxim&ely 42 percent of mixed-mail co&t+ at MOOS Ned operations. If not 
confirmed, please state’*at percent of MODS allied mixed-mail costs are 
&tiprised of MODS’Platfonn mixed-mail costs. 

MPNUSPS-T-164 Response. 

The FY95 IOCS Platform Distribution Key was not discussed in the response to 

DMAIUSPS-Tl 6-3(a). I assume the questions refer to the response to DMNUSPS- 

T16-3(b). 

(a) Confirmed. Please note that this approach is consistent with witness Van-Ty- 

Smith’s procedures for “filling” the Identified” mixed-mail containers. 

@) Confirmed. 

(c) The requested data are provided in Attachment 1 to this response. Please note that 

the FY95 IOCS Platform Distribution Key referenced contains the subclass 

distribution of the dollar-weighted direct item tallies in the allied labor cost pools, 

which are the tallies used to distrlbute the doilar-weighted tallies for item6 in 
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ktenttfted containers. However, the actual distribution process for identified 

container tallies does not apply a single distribution key (see Docket No. R97-1, 

USPS-T-12 at pages 910). The Implicit subclass distribution key for Ptatfonn items 

In containers weights the direct item tallies (used to form the distribution keys) 

according to the prorated dollar weights of the items observed in the container tallies 

(the quantities to be distributed). In the table in Attachment 1 I provide the impllclt 

distribution key for Platform items lit contalnem corresponding to the key given in 

Table 9, as well as the implicit key using only Platform tatlies, as requested. 

(d) Assuming that empty item and container tallies are considered part of the set of 

mixed-mail tallies, I confirm that 42.3 percent of the total dollar-weighted mixed-mail 

tallies in the MODS Allied cost pools are from the MODS Platform cost pool. If 

empty Item and container tallies are not included part of mixed-mail, the share rises 

to 47.1 percent. 



Attachment 1 
Response to MPA/USPS-Tl64(c) 

Pagelofl 

Implicit 
PY95 IOCS 

Table6 Implicit Distribution Key 
‘FY95 IOCS FY95 IOCS Using Only MODS 

Class Disttibution Kef Distniution K&y Platform Tallies 
Pimt Class 50.59% 55.66 55.05% 

Priotity+Express 2.63% 9.91 9.51% 

Perkxtiils 11.53% 7.62 6.66% 

Standard (A) 32.71% 21.79 22.90% 

Standard (B) 1.10% 1 Sl 2.09% 

All Other 1.44% 3.11 3.76% 

Total 100.00% 100.00 100.00% 
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MPAMSPS-TIG-5. Please re@r to your Testimony at page 32, line 5, where you state: 
“There h no,question of s#6ction b&6 w@i respect to empty items.” Please refer further 
tc&ur Testknot@ .at pryre 65, lines 4-3, whqre y@ state: %66umptlon 4 uses the 
sub&g.6 di$ribution of direct item9 not in CofMneR to lnfei thb subclass dlstrlbutlon of 
itains in +tai~etis...Cir+e again, this tieeumption tinnot bs &tIcized for selection 
bias.’ @so, please refer fiMher to y&Tes@nMy at page 86, lines 1-2, where you 
state: “Assumpt@n 5 involves eit@y container tallies..,. As with empty items, the issue 
is not salactlon bi&s.’ Finally, p&sa wer to your Testimony at page 60, Table 4. In 
particular, ple&e refer to the -Relevant Assumption” column. 

09 

(cl 

W 

(e) 

(9 

Please confirm $at direct Item tallies form the distribution key for mixed non-empty 
Item talltee, mixed empty item tallies, a&the Inixed identtfied container tallies that 
include items. If not confitmed, please explain. 

Please confirm that identical container tallies and flll@l mixed identified coritainer 
tallies form the distribution key for mixed non-idetitified container tallies and empty 
container tallies. If not confirmed, please explain. 

Please confiml that the combination of a and b abovs implies that direct item 
t@liis--by fqnning the distribution key for mixed identified container tallies that 
in&de itetis-therefore Also Indirectly form part of the distribution key for mixed 
non-identified container tallies and empty container tallies. 

Please confirm that if there is selection bi@s for direct item tallies, it biases not only . 
the dtstribution ofmixed non-empty item tallies, but also the distribution of mixed 
empty item tallies, mixed identified ocmtainer tallies that include items, mixed non- 
‘klentified container tallies, and empty container tallies. lf’not confirmed, please 
explain. 

P@asa confirm that Assumption 4 (me costs a66~lated with tallies of items ln 
mIxed-mail Containers have the 681138 subclass distribution a6 the cost6 associated 
with direct item talJes, by item type”) is relevant for empty containers because this 
assumption id&ttifies the s1$&166 profile for non-empty containers. which is used 
to identify the subclass profile of empty containers. If not confirmed, please 
explain. 

Please confin @at Assumption 3 (“I?‘@ costs associated with non-identified 
container tallies h&e the tie item distributiofi as the costs associated with 
,ldentified container tallies of the same ‘Wntalner type”) is relevant for empty 
containers because this assumption affect6 the SUbClaSS profile for non-identified, 
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non-empty oontalners, which 19 used to ldentify the subclass profile of empty 
oontainem. If not &finned, please explain. 

Pleare confimt that AIsumptlon 1 (The content9 of ftems ,tallied as ‘mixed-mall in 
lC$S have the same subclass distribution a9 direct item tallies of the same item 
type”) is mfevant for all no&denfical oontainers because if “mixed-mall’ tallies do 
not have~the same sub&s distribution as direct item tallies then the subclass 
profita of direct item tallies does not ~aaurately represent the subclass profile of 
Items: If not confirmed, please explain. 

Please confirm that ff direct item tallies aren’t representative of all kern tallies, there 
19 no’ reeson to belleve that they would be representathrs of container tallies. If not 
confkmed, please explain. 

MPAIUSPS-T-16-5 Response. 

(a) Partly confirmed. It may be broadly correct to say that the distribution keys for 

mfxed and empty Item tallies, as well as for the prorated portion of “identified 

container9 occupied by items, are based upon direct item tallies for the same item 

type and, where possible, the Same cost pool. For the full details of the distribution 

key formation process, please see USPS-T-17 and USPS-LR-I-107. There is not a 

single key for distributing all mixed-mail item and identified container tallies, as the 

question seems to imply. 

(b) Partly confirmed. As with part (a), the statement may be broadly correct as a casual 

description of the distribution process, but it omits the details that the distribution 

keys are formed by container type and, where possible, cost pool. For the full 

details of the distribution key formation process, please see USPS-T-17 and USPS- 

LR-I-107. 

(c) Partly confirmed, subject to the caveats stated in the response to parts (a) and (b). 
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(d) Partly confirmed. Because of the details of the Postal Service’s mixed-mail 

distributlon method, the “selection bias” presupposed by the statement would have 

to bias the subclass dist&tion keys at the level the tallies are employed. I have 

testified that I believe no si9nificant selection bias exists for item tallies, mainly 

because the vast majority of them are subject to the “top piece rule.’ Further, by 

using associations between cost pool, shape, item type, and/or container type and 

- the likely subcla9s contents of mixed-mail observations, the Postal Service’s 

distribution methodology largely avoids this potential source of bias. See USPS-T- 

16 at pages 59-91. 

(e) Confirmed that Assumption 4 is relevant to empty containers because empty 

containers are categorized with non-identified non-empty containers for the 

purposes of witness Van-Ty-Smith’s distribution key procedures. 

(9 Confimted that Assumption 3 Is relevant to empty containers because empty 

containers are categorized with non-Identified non-empty containers for the 

purposes of witness Van-Ty-Smith’s distribution key procedures. 

(Q) Not confirmed. The assumed relationship between direct item and mixed container 

tallies is specified In Assumption 4. See also the response to part (e). 

(h) The statement, as written, is practically tar&logical. Please note that it is not my 

testimony that direct item tallies are, as a general matter, representative of container 

tallies. 
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MPANSPS-T&6. Please refer to page 66 of your Testimony at Tabie 6. 
and your response to DMAIUSPS-T16-3(a). 

Please state.what percentage of weighted container tallies is for identical 
containers aocordlng to the 1995 Platform Study, 

Please oonf~urn that, according to Table 6, Period@ls comprised 13.3 percent of 
lterns ln containers In the 1995 Platform Study. 6 not confirmed, please provide 
the correot figure. 

Please qmftrm that the percentage of p&fod!cals In contaInen In the 1995 Platform 
Study (see (b), above) includes both ftems In identical containers and items In non- 
identical containers. If not confirmed; please explain. 

Please confirm that Periodicals mpttsed 11.2 percent of items in non-identical 
containers in the 1995 Platform Study. If not confirmed, please provide the correct 
figure. 

Please state the percentage of weighted items-In-identicakontainer tallies in the 
1995 Platform Study that was comprised of Periodicals. 

In an eiectronlc spreadsheet,, please prowde a table (in a format similar io that of 
Table 6 in your testimony) that shows the subclass profile of items in identical 
containers from the 1995 Platform Study. 

In an electronic spreadsheet, please provide a table (in a format similar to that of 
Table 6 in your testimony) that’shows the subclass profile of single items from the 
1995 Platform Study. 

ln~,an ebctro~lc spreadsheet, using the 1995 platform Study data, please provide a 
table that provides ,the item~,type and loose shape profile IrtdMdualty for identical 
containers, identified containers, non-identified containers, and single items. 
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MPARJSPS-T16-6 Response. 

(a) As stated in my response to DMNUSPS-T16-l(9, “(t]here were 719 container 

tallies of which 53 were for identical containers. Identical containers represent 6% 

of the weighted container tallies. 

(b) Confirmed. 

(c) Confirmed. 

(d) Confirmed. 

(e) Cf weighted items in identical containers, 17.4% were Periodicals. 

(9 I am providing the requested subclass profile of items in Identical containers from 

the 1995 Platform Study on worksheet “6f’ of workbook file mpa-3-11 .xls in USPS- 

LR-I-246. 

(g) I am providing the requested subclass profile of single items from the 1995 I 

PlatfOm’I Study on worksheet w of workbook file mpa-3-11 xl6 in USPS-LR-I-246. 

(h) I am providing the item type and loose shape profile indMdually for identical 

containers and single items on worksheet “6h” of workbook tile. mpa-3-11 .xls. 
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Please note that the 1995 Platform Study did not oollsct data for identified and 

non-identifii containers. 
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MPNUSPS-TIG-7. Please refer to the document labeled USPS LR-I-115 1995 Platform 
Study. 

@I 

(c) 

(4 

(4 

0 

(9) 

(h) 

(0 

Please provide a, Copy of all training materials that were provided to the 
ChriStehSen Associates personnel who collected data for the 1995 Platform Study. 

Please provide a copy of all written instructions that were provided to the data 
collectors. 

Please describe all training that was provided to 1995 Platform Study data 
COlktOrS. 

Please describe all oral instructions that were given to the data collectors. 

Befare performing the study, were the data collectors informed that there is a 
strong association between item type (particularly sack color) and mail class? If 
so, please explain who informed them of this strong association. 

Before performing the study, did the data collectors have any reason to believe 
that there is a strong association between item type (particularly sack color) and 
mail class? If so, why did they believe that there was a strong assodation? 

Did the data collectors report to you? If not, to whom, at Christensen Associates, 
did they report? 

in the 1995 Platform Study, how long were data collectors given to complete a tally 
for one tintakter (including any information ffiey collected about single items and 
loose shapes)? 

Please state what the time inte,tval was between tallies in the 1995 Platform Study. 
If this figure was variable, .please provide the average time interval between tallies 
and describe the method used to determine how large the time interval should be. 

What instructions were given to mailhandters to ensure that they did not interrupt 
the’datacollection effort? Who provided them with these instructions (e.g., USPS 
facility manager, Christensen Associate personnel)? 
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(k) Please describe how facilities were informed that Christensen Associates 
penonnel were going to Coftect data at their facility. 

(I) What percentage of tallies in the 1995 Platform Study were recorded as not 
handling tallies? 

MPAIUSPS-TlB-7 Response. 

(a) I an1 providing a copy of the training materials from the 1995 Platform Study in 

USPS-LR-I-246. 

(b) I am providlng a copy of the written instructions from the 1995 Platform Study in 

USPS-LR-I-246. 

(c) The materials described in parts (a) and (b) were provMed to data oollectors at a 

day-long training session conducted at Christensen Associates. In addition to 

going through the data collection forms, Instructions, and handouts, a variety of 

mail pieces were provided so that dats collectors could practice klentiing 

subclasses of mail. 

(d) Oral instructions were given that reiterated written materials. 

(e) Data collectors were not soecifiily told what mall classes to expect in sacks or 

any other item type. 

(f) Several of the data collectors had had prevtous acceptance-unit and In-plant 

experience, and so would have known the common operating/mail preparation 
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associations of sack cotor to class, but also would have been aware that those 

associations were not 100 percent reliable. 

(a) Mike McGrane was ln charge of the study. I served as lead data cotlector at two of 

the eight survey sites. In addition to Mr. McGrane, Dan Talmo, Marianne Ley, and 

Stacey McCullough served as on-site lead data collectors at the other survey 

facilities. 

(h) As explained In USPS-LR-I-115, “(t]he minimum time for a tally was set at five 

minutes . . .’ In other words, tallies taking less than five minutes to complete were 

spaced five minutes apart. Tallies requiring more than fhm minutes to record took 

as long as required to complete counting of the observed container, item or mail 

piece or as tong as possible to count without delaying processing of the mail. 

(i) For tallies taking more than five minutes to complete, there was no time interval 

between the completion of one tally and the start of the next tally other than the 

time it took to find the next employee for sampling. Tallies requiring less than fiie 

minutes to oomplete were spaced five minutes apart between tally start times. The 

ASCII text file, mstrUQbpm, submitted as part of USPS LR-I-115 is a list of all tally 

observations and includes the start time for each tally. 

(j) To my knowledge, Postal supervisors specifically Instructed mail handlers to 

cooperate with data collection efforts to the greatest extent possible without 

delaying the mail. 
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(k) Facilities selected for data collaction wsre notified by two letters, one from William 

Henderson (Executive Vice President/chief Operating Officer) directed at the plant 

managers and one directed to finanw managers from Michael Riley (Senior Vice 

PresldentlChief Financial Officer). Copies of both letters are being provkisd in 

USPS-LR-I-246. 

(I) There ware 1,706 tallies taken In the 1995 Platfomr Study, of which 704 were not- 

handling tallies. Not-handling tallies represent 64 perosnt of the welghted tallies in 

the study. 
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MPAIUSPS-T&=6. Pkasqefer to spreadsheet dmatlBpl,xIs, worksheet le, which you 
ptovid@~ in response to DMANSPS-~TlG-1. Please protie a coefficient of variation for 
each percentage on this worksheet. 

MPIVUSPS-Tl6-6 Response. 

I did not compute coefficients of variation for the percentages contained in this 

worksheet, and so am unable to provide them. 
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MPA/USPS-TIG-9. Plgase refer to spreadsheet dmatl6ql .xls, wodcsheets lc and Id, 
whichyou’provided in &XV%? to,DMANSPS-Ty$-1. P&@ pmvide corresponding 
spre&dsh@s for dir+3 items and identical en@inenj using 1995 IOCS data for 
Platfbrm operatic@% @iudingboth,the subcl&ss~proflle Qy,ltem tvpe and the number of 
~lt&ib included In the I- sample for ea& item type. Pi&se also ,provide a coefficient 
of variation for each percentage distribution figure provided. 

MPNUSPS-T16-9 Response. 

I am providing the requested subdass profile of direct item tallies using 1995 IOCS tally 

data on worksheet 3” of workbook file mpa-6-11 .xls in USPS-LR-I-246. Please note 

that IOCS identical container tallies do not contain InfomIation on item types (sea 

USPS-LR-I-14, Handbook F-45, In-Office Cost System; Field Operating Instructions, at 

pages 12-5 through 12-7). Therefore I am unable to supply the requested subclass 

profiles by item type for items In identical containers. 



. 
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MPA/USPS-Tl&10, Plea@e refer to spreadsh@t QMbtl6ql J&, worksheets lb, lc, Id, 
and 1.e. which .y+ pwided in responSe to DMAAJ@,P&T+l , Please provide a 
oweswnding @@actsheet that aggr6gatee the: ~ufk@s profiles for aach pieoe and 
.it@n ty@. )I deyeloping, this spmaiWi@, inclucje aIf ~lliior single pieces and single 
item& (w*haW 1 b and io),: all tallie~$ for items and @se #ces in identical 
oont$i~ers (worksheet ld),,and all +lleS for’@ms ati too& pWs in non-identical 
cytainers (worksheet le) fnyn Ibe ,109s ~pletform Study. .fhe aggregation should use 
‘the prbpriate relative weights for the diffsrent Q$es of tallies. Please also pmvida a 
co& lent of variation for each per&fa(je distribution figure provided, 

MPAPJSPS-Tl6-10 Response. 

I am providing the requested subclass profile of the handling tallies from the 1995 

Platform Study on worksheet ‘10” of workbook file mpa-3-l 1.~1~ in USPS-LR-I-246. 

Please note that I did not compute coefficients of variation for these percentages, and 

so am unable to provide them. 
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MPAAJSPS-fl6-11. Please refer to ,spreadsheet DMAtl6ql .xts, worksheets Id and 18, 
which you prwlded in r&p&se ~c,@IAAJSP~-~~~-~. These worksheets describe the 
st&fass profite of items and loose pieces in ldentk@ and nonidenttoal containers, and 
they include a figuti tar Gch item type Of the “number of items (unweighted). 

(a) Please explain what the “number of items (unweighted)’ refers to. 

(b) Please state whether - when a worker who is handling a container Is sampled - a 
~Wyls taken for ,every item in the container or whether the data collector records 
~only one tally for’each #em type in the sampled container. If the latter, please state 
whether the data collectoi sampled ail items of the item type or just one item of the 
item type. 

(c) Please state the number of identical containers that was sampled and the number 
of non-identical containers that was sampled In the 1995 Platform Study. 

MPAAJSPS-TlG-11 Response. 

(a) The “number of items (unweighted)” refers to how many actual items were 

surveyed to develop the profile shown for each item type. 

(b) Each tally represents a sampled worker. In the case of a worker who is handling a 

container, the number of items by type and loose pieces by shape and subclass 

contained within the container are recorded. Then for each item type found in the 

container, two items are completely inventoried to get a piece distribution by shape 

and subclass. 

(c) There were 719 containers sampled of which 53 were recorded as identical and 

666 were non-identical. 

._... , 



DECLARATION 

I. Carl G. Degen, declare under penalty of pejury that the foregoing 

answers are true and correct to the best of my know1 

3-IY-d0 Date: - 



CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that I have this day sewed the foregoing document upon all 
participants of record in this proceeding in accordance with section 12 of the Rules of 
Practice. 

efa> 
Eric P. Koetting 

475 L’Enfant Plaza West, S.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20260-l 137 
(202) 266-2992 Fax -5402 
March 24,200O 


